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S911 Lola Locator Device
The S911 Lola is a mobile Personal Emergency Response System (mPERS) that locates
and recovers individuals by GPS tracking technologies. This small and portable personal
GPS locator is combined with cellular phone capabilities that provides instant two-way
communication between the holder of the S911 Lola GPS tracking device and the
designated recipient. The S911 Lola excels in any situation where assistance is not readily
available, or when the holder of the device is at risk due to being alone. It addresses the
emergency requirements for: people with physical or cognitive disabilities, Lone Workers
working in isolation, the protection recreational activities in remote areas, the security of
children, personal asset tracking and more.

Similar in size to a car’s remote starter or door opener, the S911 Lola
can be attached to the holder’s keychain or it can be carried within a
pocket, backpack, and purse or with optional accessories be worn on
a belt, lanyard or wrist strap.

TASK Community Care are official distributors of the 'Lola' Dementia Locator. Monitoring of
the Lola can be carried out in our 24/7 monitoring centre or you can choose to monitor the
Lola for yourself using your own computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone to locate a loved
one who may have got lost.

Features


AGPS receiver of high performance for outdoor & indoor applications



Real time position reporting based on time and distance



Locations and events logged when outside of network coverage area



Speaker Phone for Emergency Calls



Geofence Alerts



Fall Alerts with False Alarm Cancellation Feature



Over Speed Alerts



Audible Medication Reminders



Up to 30 hours operation per charge (certain parameters may apply)



Stand by, Sleep and Asset Tracking modes available for extended usage.

Location Now Platform
This is a complete Web Based Tracking and Monitoring Solution combined with GPS
Technologies and Wireless Communication Systems. LocationNow provides a valuable peace
of mind that allows the customer to track and locate assets and individuals around the world.
Laipac’s LocationNow is a very powerful platform that provides real time monitoring of locator
devices 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The platform can monitor unlimited devices at the same
time and in multiple locations. It has a user-friendly interface and it is easy for the operator to
handle a large number of units

.
Further informatio is available at http://www.taskltd.com/dementia-location-tracker.html
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